Protect-O-Shield Bearings

Guaranteed for two full years.
PROTECT-OSHIELD®

GREASE FITTING

PROTECT-OSHIELD

TRIPLE-LIP
SEALS

BEARING
INNER RACE

DUCTILE HOUSING FOR
TOGGLE MOUNTING

GREASE
GROOVE

BEDDING HIPPERS AND TOOLBARS
Get the custom-built advantage.

FEATURES

We know cropping practices and farming techniques vary by region. That’s why AMCO Heavy-Duty Toolbars and High-Clearance
Bedding Hipper Assemblies are built to fit your individual needs. AMCO is known for heavy-duty construction and rugged durability;
these tools keep you in the field for greater productivity.
Bedding Hippers

Heavy-Duty Toolbars

› Perform in high-residue conditions
and offer trouble-free seedbed
preparation

› Choose from three Heavy-Duty Toolbar options: hydraulic folding dual toolbar,
hydraulic folding single toolbar, or rigid single toolbar

› Feature 1/4" thick blades; sizes from
16" to 24"
› Choose from smooth or cutout
blades
› Hippers feature 1½" square axles
and Protect-O-Shield® bearings to
eliminate blown seals and prevent
wrap damage; backed by our
exclusive two-year warranty; each
housing features two bearings for
added durability

› Folding models are designed for easy transport and storage; dual folds flat, single
folds to 90 degrees
› Dual toolbar features a locking-style hinge that engages during hydraulic folding
process to keep wings from floating up during operation
› All-welded, heavy-duty, high-clearance gang frames attach to toolbar with two 7/8"
heat-treated u-bolts
› Adjustable gangs offer three different angle settings to achieve desired seedbed
height and maximize performance in low or high residue
› Gangs can be staggered for extreme residue conditions or opposed for normal
operation (see image on back)
› Rugged, tubular, welded, steel-reinforced frame with a durable, powder-coated finish

AMCO also offers its Heavy-Duty Toolbar models and Bedding Hipper Assemblies for purchase separately.

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE—Repair, Replace, or Refund: AMCO Guarantees Performance. The best tillage tools
deserve the best guarantee. The AMCO guarantee is simple. If, during the first 30 days, your AMCO equipment doesn’t perform as
promised, and if we don’t make it perform in a reasonable amount of time, we’ll repair it, replace it, or buy it back.

Left: The standard gauge wheel
is adjustable for both on- and
off-the-row placement. Features
a ratcheting turnbuckle to
achieve desired operating depth.

Right: Heavy-duty
scrapers standard
on Heavy-Duty
Toolbar/Bedding
Hipper combinations.
Scrapers optional
for Bedding Hipper
Assemblies.
Above: Adjustable
gangs offer three
different angle settings
to achieve desired
seedbed height and
maximize performance
in low or high residue.

Right: For smaller
jobs, take a look
at our 6-, 8-, and
10-row toolbars.

Two options
for configuring
blades on
gangs

Left: Features
sweep
attachments.
(Sweeps sold
separately.)

Right: Front
blades opposed
to back
for normal
conditions.

Right: Front blades
work with back in
staggered setup
for extreme residue
management.

Toolbar Models
Transport
Width

Rigid single
toolbar

280"

Rigid single
toolbar

Description

Rows & Spacing

23’4"

single toolbar, 7" x 7" x
3/8", heavy-duty rigid, nonfolding

fits row spacing of 36"40" for 6-row or 30"-32"
for 8-row

344"

28’8"

single toolbar, 7" x 7" x
1/2", heavy-duty rigid, nonfolding

fits row spacing of 38"40" for 6-row or 36"-42"
for 8-row

Hydraulic
folding single
toolbar

264"

16'

single toolbar, 7" x 7" x
3/8", heavy-duty hydraulic,
vertical folding

fits row spacing of 38"40" for 6-row

Hydraulic
folding single
toolbar

346"

20'

single toolbar, 7" x 7" x
1/2", heavy-duty hydraulic,
vertical folding

fits row spacing of 36",
40", and 42" for 8-row

Hydraulic
folding dual
toolbar

367"

16'

dual toolbar, 7" x 7" x 3/8",
heavy-duty hydraulic, flat
folding

fits row spacing of 30"
for 12-row or 30"–36"
for 10-row

Hydraulic
folding dual
toolbar

497"

22'

dual toolbar, 7" x 7" x 3/8",
heavy-duty hydraulic, flat
folding

fits row spacing of 36"40" for 10- or 12-row,
30" for 16-row

Bedding Hipper Assemblies
Blade Configuration

Blade Options

Single Blade

Cutout or smooth blades. 16", 18", 20", 22", or 24".

Double Blade

Cutout or smooth blades. 16" & 18", 18" & 20", 20" & 22", or 22" & 24".

Specifications for all models subject to change without notice.
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